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We’re an RIA and
invest client assets
with a Growth at a
Reasonable Price
(GARP) bias, with
rigorous research
into the fundamental
drivers of a business.
We take a long-term focus to
investing and aim to
maximize after-tax returns.
Our target time-frame is 3-5
years though we aim for the
“over” and hope for more.

In diversification, our primary
aim is to expose portfolios to
as many disparate factors of
both risk and reward as
possible.
Our equity portfolio consists
of approximately 25
positions, with higher
conviction ideas given 5%
allocations, average positions
3% and more volatile ones
2%. Cash is typically our
largest one holding.
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A Big Screen Debut
• IMAX debuts at World’s Fair in Osaka, Japan with presentation of Tiger Child
1970

• IMAX spreads throughout museums in US and Canada and is associated with highquality displays featuring nature, space and geography
• IMAX operates exclusively as a visually stunning format focused on museum-style
1980s-1990s informative content

2002

• IMAX comes out with Digital Media Remastering (DMR) of Star Wars II and Apollo 13
• DMR bridges gap between traditional film and IMAX format and movie studios begin
experimenting with IMAX format for movie releases

2002-2006

• An SEC investigation over IMAX’s revenue recognition technique leads to a 40% drop
in share price and greater difficulty in forming new business deals
• IMAX creates the joint revenue sharing (JRS) arrangement in which IMAX fronts cost
for its projection system in exchange for share of box office take
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Going Hollywood
2006
2007
2008
2009

• IMAX discovers how to maintain image quality in digital—rather than film—format
• The transition from film to digital decreases average cost per single print by 99.5%,
from $30,000 to $150

• AMC helps IMAX convert a screen in Toronto to test the digital format eventually
leading to a 100 theater deal, with Regal following suit with its own 31 theater deal

• IMAX formally launches the JRS business model, diluting equity to pay down debt, and
the SEC drops its investigation with no action taken

• IMAX rides Avatar and promising potential of 3D films to success, but lack of
development in 3D space leads many to shed shares of company
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Misperceptions about IMAX
Misperception

Reality

IMAX is a play on 3-d

This has weighed on IMAX’s stock as 3-d is very
hit or miss. RealD is perceived as a “competitor”
when in fact, IMAX is far more integrated and
versatile compared to any alternative. The value
proposition to theaters, studios and moviegoers
alike is incomparable. Some of the highest
grossing films, including the Dark Knight movies
were only displayed in 2-d.

IMAX has finite dollars it
can make on the network
build-out

Many overlook the ownership interest IMAX has
built out in the JRS network and the 2 recurring
revenue streams from JRS and DMR, while
arguing only sales/leases of theaters will generate
profits.

There is a lot of competition

No one else offers an integrated, enhanced
experience for the major Hollywood tent-pole
productions.
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Uniform Projection and Display
• In 1932, with the “Academy Ratio,” the Academy of Motion
Pictures adopts the first industry-wide standardization for an
aspect ratio of a frame
• This codification eliminates various conflicts and inefficiencies
and contributes to “The Golden Age of Hollywood”

• In the early 1950’s, a new format for film—“widescreen”—gains
popularity forcing the Academy to again standardize the
shooting and display of widescreen imagery
• Since 1952, the way we watch movies has remained largely
unchanged and although IMAX has not been universally
accepted, it has been acknowledged
• The Academy has awarded IMAX with “Scientific and Technical
Achievements” for innovations in creating and developing a
method of filming
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Bigger is Better
Film

Theater

• It’s not just the sheer size, it’s the depth of the screen too, thus making IMAX
screens appear bigger than their 2 dimensional metrics
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Worldwide Box Office Trends
• Due to the popularity of
in-home entertainment,
domestic box offices
have registered modest
growth in the past
decade with 2012 up
17.4% over the previous
decade while total
admissions were down
4%
• Global box office growth
outweighs the domestic
slump and accounts for
over 2/3rds of all movie
revenue
• 2012 saw 6% global box
office growth, and 6%
US/Canada growth
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Capitalizing on Global Trends
• IMAX platform restores a sense of differentiation
between movies as “immersive” public entertainment and
movies watched from the living room couch
• It is poised to benefit from the globalization of film and
the combination of fewer releases with greater emphasis
on visual effects and quality
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An Evolving Industry
• Change happens slowly in cinema display in particular and
lends itself naturally to moats and tipping effects
• The proliferation of advanced home theater networks has
imposed a need for differentiation in film display
• Moviegoers and in turn, studios, prefer more visually-driven
movies in the theater, and plot-driven stories from the couch

• Movies are a global industry, with an increasing share of the
box office generated abroad
• Studios are making fewer movies, with more money invested
in each movie
• Tent-poles are increasingly important and IMAX has been a key
value add in tent-pole promotion
• There is an increasing emphasis on franchises

• These factors all play right into IMAX’s core strengths and
industry position today
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Enhanced Value to Established Players
Production

Distribution

•

•

•

•

IMAX does postproduction conversion
(~$1 million per film)
Its cameras are used
in filming, and studios
pay a rental fee for
their use
Launch of laser
projection in licensing
deal with Kodak will
accelerate use and
ease of filming and
production
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Display

IMAX works with
•
major labels to codistribute movies to
their platform
In exchange for share
of box office take,
•
IMAX converts movies
via DMR for display
on IMAX screens with
the distribution
company cobranding
•
the release with IMAX
Studios make more
money on their films
working with IMAX
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Partnerships with the
largest theater groups
in America: AMC and
Regal Entertainment
Group
Global partners with
the Dalian Wanda
Group, the largest
cinema operator in
China
3 types of theater
deals
• Outright sales
• Sales-type
leases
• Joint revenue
sharing
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The Network Effect and IMAX
Demand-side economies of scale (aka the Network Effect)
These result “when a product or service becomes more valuable as more people use it”

Network effect comes from the integrated approach with each of IMAX’ key partners
in distribution, production and display
As the number of theaters grow, IMAX’s leverage with each partner increases at an accelerating rate

IMAX and its partners can offer moviegoers a differentiated, visually stunning
experience at the movies
With the build-out of fixed cost structure complete,
IMAX will benefit from supply-side economies of
scale
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Creative Directors = Key Drivers
of IMAX’s Growing Moat
• For the best directors in the movie industry, IMAX is the
platform and outlet in which they want to work
“Part of it was challenging because of the technical aspects of it,
the machinery of it. The cameras themselves are a little unwieldy
and a little loud and unpredictable. But then you go to dailies and
you watch on this massive screen these images that you’ve shot
having been filmed on a negative that’s eight times bigger than
what you normally use, and you cannot believe how good it looks.
So that’s exciting! But unlike Ghost Protocol, 5 a lot of what we
shot is integrated into special effects and visual effects in a
way that I cannot wait for people to see. I think it really is mindblowing, how it looks. The IMAX frame, I think, is really the
best way to see a movie [emphasis added].”
- JJ Abrams, director of Star Trek and the upcoming Star Wars
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Leveraging the Integrated Approach
into a Powerful Brand
• The interrelationship between IMAX and its partners is
instrumental in precluding competition from other widescreen
formats
• Only IMAX has access to the large screen display of movies
customized and remastered in the highest commercially
available aspect ratio for display
• Other large screens merely display the original formatting
stretched out, thus sacrificing quality for size along the way
• IMAX brand name is synonymous with large screen movies to
customers
• Recent survey of the “Best Canadian Brands 2012” by
Interbrand pegged the IMAX brand value alone at $602M
• The more IMAX theaters there are, the more entrenched these
forces are becoming in the movie business
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Joint Revenue Sharing Economics
• JRS is the most economically advantageous for IMAX
• IMAX invests $500,000 (depreciated over 3 years)
• Average JRS theater earns ~$1.2 million annualized box office
• Theaters generally have 80% gross margins, after which IMAX
takes a 40% cut
• JRS deals last 8-10 yeas, with option for renewal at date of
expiration

• Using these numbers, factoring in 2% annualized ticket price
inflation, each investment of $500,000 has pre-tax IRR to
IMAX of 60% over 8-10 year period
• IMAX currently installing 120 commercial theaters per year,
half of which are JRS
• This equals $30 million in JRS investment annually, which will
add the equivalent of ~$130 million to company’s net present
value at 13% WACC, per year
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Compounding Network Growth
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Total theaters
JRS theaters
Gross margin

What a Mature Network Looks Like
• We estimate that IMAX theater network will reach the
company’s estimate of market opportunity (1700 global
theaters) by 2022
• Over time, the global targets have risen with the company’s
success, so there is room for upside to these numbers

• Factoring in 3% annualized ticket price inflation, IMAX
can capture 5.5% of the total global movie theater box
office (this year, the company will earn ~1.9%, up from
0.5% in 2008)
• In 2022, this network would earn $510M in revenues at a
gross margin of 67.5%, purely from recurring ticket sales
• The mature network discounted at 13% to today’s value is
worth $16.5/share, or $54/share in future value
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Comparable Company Multiples
Revenue
Market Cap
Growth
- 5 yr EV/EBITDA	
  
Gross Margin	
  
(B)	
  
Avg	
  

Company	
  
Regal Entertainment Group	
  
Cinemark Holdings	
  
Dolby Laboratories	
  
RealD Inc.	
  
Lions Gate Entertainment	
  
Dreamworks Animation	
  
AMC Networks	
  
	
  
	
  
Mean	
  
Median	
  
IMAX Corp	
  

$2.77	
  
$3.18	
  
$3.40	
  
$0.69	
  
$3.74	
  
$2.17	
  
$4.66	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

47.10%	
  
37.80%	
  
89.50%	
  
41.80%	
  
48.70%	
  
10.80%	
  
61.70%	
  
	
  
	
  

1.66	
  

1.20%	
  
8.00%	
  
14.00%	
  
55.90%	
  
14.80%	
  
-0.50%	
  
12.40%	
  
	
  
	
  

48.20%	
  
47.10%	
  
54.50%	
  

9.28 x	
  
8.37 x	
  
8.64 x	
  
17.82 x	
  
17.64 x	
  
21.43 x	
  
13.17 x	
  
	
  
	
  

15.11%	
  
12.40%	
  
20.50%	
  

13.76 x	
  
13.17 x	
  
18.00 x	
  

• The stock trades at 10x average 2014 EBITDA estimates, right
as margin expansion and revenue growth are accelerating
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Risk Factors
Much of the value is in growth, which is inherently
more difficult to value and sensitive to assumptions
Management had past problems with accounting,
though they were cleared of wrongdoing
Risk
Factors

Certain global markets don’t have the same respect
for IP and/or are subject to volatile currency swings
Projecting performance of any one movie is very
difficult and varies considerably over weeks, months
and years
Little clarity on management’s track record with
allocating actual cash flow (this is a more recent
problem and no imminent answer is obvious)
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A Fuller Picture
• Historically, the vast majority of revenues were from
outright theater sales
• There is room for upside in each given area: total theater
installs, the assumption of both 3% annual box office and
per screen average growth, a shift towards more JRS
theaters vs. sales-type leases, and no gross margin
improvement from 2012 levels as the network grows
• When factoring in theater sales, a full DCF at a 13%
discount rate and 3% terminal growth gives us a $32
stock
• IMAX dominates a niche within film, but has the real
potential to “tip” a much larger portion of cinema into its
network
• This kind of optionality is hard to find at such a
reasonable price
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Conclusion
• The film industry is changing towards a more global and
blockbuster-driven business
• Differentiation between in-theater vs. at-home
entertainment had reached its lowest level since the early
1950’s – IMAX is the difference today
• Only IMAX improves the value proposition for each key
player, in each key arena of the cinema industry
• Today, IMAX takes an ownership stake in half of the new
theaters they install
• IMAX’s business has a long pipeline of investment
opportunities with very high IRR
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